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Abstract

Users of multimedia applications today are equipped with a
variety of different (mobile) devices that each come with dif-
ferent operating systems, memory and CPU capabilities, net-
work connections, and also different software such as multime-
dia players. To be able to efficiently deliver appealing multime-
dia presentations to all the users, we need to overcome the last
mile in multimedia presentation delivery and meet the different
requirements at the end user’s site. Consequently, one needs to
provide multi-channel multimedia presentation generation such
that all different users can get and use it in their individual de-
vice configuration. With our approach, we aim at developing
an abstract multimedia content model that embeds the central
characteristics of today’s multimedia presentation formats: the
definition of the temporal and spatial layout as well as the in-
teraction possibilities. The abstract model allows to be easily
transformed to different multimedia presentation formats on dif-
ferent devices and by this serve different output channels. We
present our abstract multimedia model and transformation pro-
cess that allows to compose and to generate suitable multimedia
presentations for each different channel such as a SMIL 2.0 pre-
sentation created for rendering on a PC or a SVG Tiny presen-
tation designed for a mobile device. With our implementation,
application developers can efficiently realize on-the-fly multi-
channel generation of multimedia content.

Keywords: multimedia document models, multimedia pre-
sentation formats, multimedia content transformation, multime-
dia presentation generation

1. Introduction
Multimedia has long achieved acceptance for the conveyance
of information. Examples of the wide spectrum of applications
are advertisement, product presentations, tourist information, e-
learning units, and virtual museums. The problem more and
more applications share is that they face a big variety of hetero-
geneous devices, platforms, multimedia presentation formats,
and players for multimedia. Though we see a predominance of
some platforms and multimedia formats it is a clear observation
that not one single platform or multimedia format will prevail
but rather a set of device settings and configurations will peace-
fully coexist. The question is, how can multimedia applications
solve the tough and expectedly expensive task of creating and
delivering multimedia content that meets all the different indi-
vidual user’s settings?

In this paper, we present our approach to pave this last mile
for multi-channel multimedia presentation generation, i.e., the
delivery of multimedia content to a wide range of end devices,

including desktop PCs, laptops, and other mobile devices like
PDAs, and cell phones, as well as a wide range of multimedia
presentation formats, that are supported by the respective end
device. Our general approach here is to dynamically generate
multimedia presentations for the different platforms in different
formats using an abstract multimedia content model as basis.
This abstract model integrates the different characteristics of the
existing standard models in regard of the central aspects of mul-
timedia modeling. These central aspects are the definition of the
temporal model and visual layout of the multimedia presentation
as well as the interaction possibilities provided by it [1]. The au-
tomatic transformation of multimedia content represented in this
abstract model into the different presentation formats allow the
application developers to rely on existing players on the market,
focus on the multimedia content creation task, and leave the cre-
ation of the final presentations to our multi-channel presentation
generation. The abstract content model and the transformation
process presented in this paper are embedded in our software
framework for the dynamic generation of highly personalized
multimedia content for the individual user, which is described
in detail in [2]. By this, we provide support for multimedia ap-
plications to overcome the last mile in creating and delivering
appealing multimedia content to the customer’s device and con-
text.

The following Figure 1 illustrates the general multimedia con-
tent creation chain. Typically, media elements such as images,
text, audio, and video are selected and then assembled in an in-
ternal content model. This model captures the different aspects
of the multimedia presentation such as temporal course, spatial
layout, and interaction possibilities without instantiating these
in a concrete syntax and format. Only then in a transformation
phase – the last mile – the final presentation format is created
and delivered to the client for the actual rendering.
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Fig. 1. Multimedia content generation chain.

The multimedia presentation formats we find today at the
user’s site are W3C standards (available from [3]) like for ex-
ample HTML+TIME, SVG, SMIL and their different language
profiles but also commercial standards like Macromedia’s Flash
[4]. For the design of our abstract model, we analyze these for-
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mats w.r.t. the central aspects of multimedia presentations to
embrace their individual characteristics in our abstract model.
Our earlier comparison and analysis of multimedia document
models [1] had its focus on the specific compositional features
of the model rather than finding an abstract content model. Re-
search approaches for the sophisticated modeling of multimedia
presentations such as Madeus [5], CMIF [6], and AHM [7] have
been contributing to the different facets of composing complex
multimedia content but are less significant for our work, since
there is no or only limited multimedia player support for the
different end user’s devices today. Research projects that work
on abstract internal models are for example Cuypers and WAM:
Cuypers [8] focuses on the high level modeling and sophisti-
cated creation of personalized multimedia content, however, re-
mains with the delivery of SMIL content for desktop PCs for the
final presentation. The WAM [9] project works on transforming
XML based multimedia content into SMIL with the specific fo-
cus of negotiating and meeting the technical constraints of the
client device. Supporting a variety of different platforms and
formats is not in their focus. The work in [10] proposes XMT
[11] for cross-standard interoperability and remains in the field
of SMIL-near multimedia document models. Cross-standard
transformation among different standards can not be done loss-
less and favors often one of the standards, here, SMIL.

We present our analysis of the existing standard formats we
find on the heterogeneous devices and derive our format-inde-
pendent multimedia content model in Sections 2 and 3. The
multi-channel transformation of this abstract model into the final
multimedia presentation formats is described in Section 4. Our
implementation and application is presented in Section 5 before
we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Analysis of standard presentation formats
To achieve the goal to generate content in different existing
multimedia document formats we analyzed standard multimedia
presentation formats. Our earlier comparison of existing formats
[1] was directed towards identifying and comparing multimedia
modeling features of existing standard and research multime-
dia document models. However, in this paper we aim at find-
ing an abstract multimedia content model that joins the format-
spanning central aspects of the different formats. The resulting
abstract model allows for its transformation into all the different
final presentation formats.

At this point, we could have considered to use one of the
existing sophisticated multimedia document models as basis to
generate all the other presentation formats. But this would not
assure that the syntax of the selected model can be optimally
transformed to the syntax of the different presentation formats.
As the subsequent analysis shows, modern presentation formats
such as SMIL and SVG unfortunately intermix the different as-
pects of multimedia composition, e.g., the definition of media
elements and their temporal synchronization or spatial layout.
Consequently, we rather aim to design an abstract multimedia
content model that can be transformed into the different formats.
To reach this goal to provide an optimal support for all the differ-
ent formats it is crucial to analyze them first and to understand
their structure.

Multimedia applications today can use many different pre-
sentation formats to display the multimedia content on the user’s
end device. For our analysis, we selected today’s state-of-the-art
presentation formats like SMIL and its derivates, SVG and Mo-

bile SVG, Flash, HTML+TIME, and MPEG-4’s XMT-Ω. We
analyzed these formats in regard of the very central aspects of
multimedia modeling: the definition of the temporal model and
visual layout as well as the interaction possibilities provided by
the formats. Within our analysis we consider in detail how the
syntactic elements of the presentation formats support each of
these aspects. So, in contrast to the research activities so far,
where usually the ideas and requirements in regard of the desired
multimedia composition functionality result in a proper docu-
ment model, we perform a kind of backwards analysis starting at
the state-of-the-art of today’s presentation formats to obtain the
required characteristics and multimedia composition features of
a presentation format independent content model.

In the following, the results of our analysis in regard of the
temporal model, the spatial model, and the interaction possibil-
ities of the formats are presented. These results may be already
known to the reader but are very important w.r.t. the definition
of our abstract content model in Section 3 and its subsequent
transformation into the different presentation formats described
in Section 4.

Temporal models: A temporal model describes the temporal
dependencies between the media elements within a multimedia
document. As depicted in Figure 2 by a small slideshow ex-
ample, the temporal model can be realized by defining absolute
positioning in time on a global timeline. Here, all media ele-
ments used for the slideshow are placed on a global timeline by
distinct points in time, which always refer to the zero point of
the global time axis. This concept is realized for example by the
SVG family.

The other possibility is positioning of the media elements on
local timelines. They no longer refer to the zero point of the
global time axis but to the local timeline. Local timelines can be
nested to build arbitrary relative temporal dependencies between
the presentation’s media elements. In our example, each slide
has its own local timeline where the corresponding image and
text elements are placed. These local timelines are then arranged
on the global one. The concept of local timelines is supported,
e.g., by SMIL and XMT-Ω.

One global timeline: Two local timelines:

t=0

Text 1

Slide 1

t=10 t=20

Text 2

Slide 2

t=0

Text 1

Slide 1

t=10

t=10

Text 2

Slide 2

t=0

t=20

t=10t=0

t=0

t=10

t=20

Slide 2

Text 2

Slide 1

Text 1

Fig. 2. Example of a slideshow to illustrate global and local
points in time.

Spatial models: For visual media elements multimedia pre-
sentation formats need the concept of spatial positioning. They
allow absolute or relative positioning of visual media elements.
The difference between the two is depicted in Figure 3. The
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top of the figure shows a schematic diagram of a sightseeing ap-
plication and the visual media elements that are used for it. In
the case of absolute positioning the visual media elements al-
ways refer to the origin of the coordinate system of the entire
multimedia presentation. With relative positioning visual media
elements are placed within local areas. In the example given, the
medium ”Sight’s name” and ”Image of sight” belong to the co-
ordinate system of the ”Info panel”. These logical areas can be
nested to build arbitrary spatial dependencies between the visual
media elements.

Headline

Citymap

Sight's name

Image of sight

150

Absolute positions: Relative positions:

Headline = (10,10)
Citymap = (10, 40)
Info panel = (100, 40)
Sight's name  = (110, 50)
Image of Sight  = (110, 70)

Headline = (10,10)
Citymap = (10, 40)
Info Panel = (100, 40)
Sight's name  = ('Info panel'.x + 10,
                         'Info panel'.y + 10)
Image of sight  = ('Info panel'.x + 10,
                           'Info panel'.y + 30)

Info
panel

x

y

200

100

50

0
150100500

Fig. 3. Example of a sightseeing application to illustrate abso-
lute and relative positioning in space.

Interaction possibilities: The third central aspect in mul-
timedia presentations is navigational interaction. Navigational
interaction allows to select one out of many presentation paths
that can be followed. This interaction type is realized by, e.g.,
interactive hyperlinks, menus, and hotspots. Common to these
different elements is that they represent one or more interac-
tive external or internal links: External links refer to external
multimedia presentations or to a particular part within. Internal
links refer to a distinct element within the same presentation.
Following an internal link means to jump to a specific point in
time on the multimedia presentation’s timeline. All considered
formats support unidirectional internal and external links. In
literature, we find further interaction types such as design in-
teraction and movie interaction [1, 12]. These are typically not
defined within today’s presentation formats and realized by the
multimedia players, e.g., the movie interaction of a VCR-like
control. The interaction model covered in this paper considers
the navigational interaction only.

Summary of presentation format characteristics: Table 1
gives a summary of the analyzed presentation formats and their
individual characteristics in regard of the discussed temporal,
spatial, and interaction model. Most of the formats use local
timelines as their temporal model. Only SVG and its profiles
provide a temporal model based on a global timeline. Also most
of the presentation formats support relative positioning of media
elements in space. Only the profiles of SMIL aimed for mobile
devices and Macromedia’s Flash format use absolute position-
ing of media elements. In regard of the interaction model all
formats support external and internal unidirectional links. This
distinction becomes important for the transformation of the mul-
timedia content into the final presentation format.

Table 1. Characteristics of different multimedia presentation
formats

Presentation Temporal Spatial Navigational
format model model interaction

SMIL 2.0 local relative int., ext.
SMIL 2.0 BLP local absolute int., ext.
3GPP SMIL 1.0.0 local absolute int., ext.
SVG 1.2 global relative int., ext.
SVG Basic global relative int., ext.
SVG Tiny global relative int., ext.
XMT-Ω local relative int., ext.
Macromedia Flash local absolute int., ext.
HTML+TIME local relative int., ext.

This analysis of the existing presentation formats is targeted
to develop a single, presentation format independent multimedia
content model that is optimally suited to be automatically trans-
formed to all the different presentation formats and to exploit
the power of these formats at best. The design of this model is
introduced in the next section.

3. An abstract multimedia content model
For the development of our abstract multimedia content model
first the concrete characteristics of the abstract model must be
determined to meet the modeling features of the different final
presentation formats. We conclude from the analysis of the pre-
sentation formats that our abstract content model must provide a
temporal model that allows to define local timelines and a spatial
model, which supports relative positioning.

For the representation of multimedia content one can find the
most different notations, e.g., petri nets in [13], flow chart like
diagrams with Macromedia’s Authorware [4], or tree like nota-
tions in [6]. As we will show in the following, the requirements
for local timelines and relative positioning call for a tree model
representation. In addition, a tree structure forms a good basis
to be transformed into the syntax of the often XML-based pre-
sentation formats.

Our abstract multimedia model is introduced in the following
in more detail along the central aspects of multimedia document
models. We motivate our design decisions by concrete exam-
ples.

Temporal model: The temporal model of our abstract multi-
media model has to be chosen such that we can generate local
and global timelines to support the temporal model of the dif-
ferent presentation formats at the best. A temporal model that
bases on local timelines can be directly mapped to the temporal
model of a presentation format that also supports local timelines.
If the final presentation format supports a global timeline, these
local timelines can be automatically transformed into global po-
sitions in time. If we used a global timeline for our abstract
model, we would not be able to sufficiently support the creation
of semantically reasonable local timelines. Consequently, we
decided for our abstract content model in favor of a temporal
model with local timelines. For the representation of local time-
lines a tree structure, as can be found with SMIL and XMT-Ω,
forms a reasonable representation. The multimedia document
tree represents the time from its left to its right nodes, which can
be converted to a global timeline.

To determine the temporal synchronization of the media el-
ements, the abstract content model provides a set of temporal
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composition elements: The Parallel element is used to present
its children, which are either media elements or other multime-
dia document trees, at the same time. It represents the function-
ality of the <par>-element in presentation formats like SMIL.
Specific temporal multimedia composition aspects like clip-
Begin and clipEnd, which can be found in different presen-
tation formats, are modeled by a TemporalSelector. This com-
position element selects a distinct time interval of an arbitrary
media element or multimedia document tree. The composition
element Sequential represents the functionality as can be found
with the <seq>-element of SMIL. The children of this element
are the same as for the Parallel element, but its semantics is to
show them one after the other. To shift media elements on the
time axis the composition element Delay can be used. The De-
lay element can be placed between any composition elements
and defines a gap of arbitrary length within the presentation.
For reasons of clarity the TemporalSelector and Delay element
abandon the intermix of media element definitions and tempo-
ral synchronization as has been introduced with attributes such
as begin into models like SMIL and SVG for reasons of con-
venience. An example of a temporal synchronization in the ab-
stract model is depicted in Figure 4. Each temporal composition
element determines its own local timeline. Since the temporal
composition elements can be nested, multimedia presentations
of arbitrary temporal layout can be created and by this, all tem-
poral relations as defined by Allen [14] can be modeled.

Parallel

Audio (35s)Sequential

Video (20s)

Image

Temporal
Selector [0s, 10s]

Parallel

Text

Delay
(10s)

Temporal
Selector [5s, 10s]

t=0

Audio

t=10 t=35

Text

Image

t=20

Delay

Video

Fig. 4. Temporal synchronization.

Spatial model: For our abstract multimedia model a spatial
model has to be chosen such that it can arrange visual media el-
ements by relative and absolute positioning to provide support
for the different presentation format’s spatial models at the best.
A spatial model that supports relative positioning can be directly
mapped to a presentation format whose spatial model also sup-
ports relative positioning. Such a relative positioning model can
also be transformed into absolute positioning of a global coor-
dinate system, as supported by SVG for example. If we used a
single global coordinate system for our abstract model, we can
not sufficiently support the semantically reasonable creation of
local coordinate systems with relative positioning of the media
elements. As consequence, we decided for our abstract spatial
model in favor of relative positioning.

This relative positioning is realized by so-called SpatialPro-
jectors. Projectors realize the visual layout of the multimedia

presentation following the region-concept of SMIL and embrac-
ing the hierarchically assignment of layout to media elements in
SVG. They can be attached to media elements as well as com-
position elements. For each projector the figure shows its spatial
extension in the presentation. As depicted in Figure 5 each pro-
jector defines its own (local) coordinate system within the visual
media elements can be placed. For example projectors 3 and 4
place the media elements into the local coordinate system that
is spawn by projector 2. Since composition elements can be
nested, also the projectors are nested and influence each other.
Consequently, with projectors multimedia presentations of arbi-
trary hierarchically organized spatial layout can be realized.

Parallel

Headline

Projector

ProjectorProjector

Video Text

Parallel

Projector

x = 10
y = 10
width = 150
height = 20

Headline

Video

Text

x

y

100

50

0

150100500

x = 10

y = 10

width = 130
height = 40

x = 10

y = 55

width = 130
height = 15

x = 10
y = 40
width = 150
height = 70

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Fig. 5. Visual layout.

Interaction model: In regard of navigational interaction, the
abstract content model supports the definition of both internal
and external links: With internal links navigational interaction
within a single multimedia presentation can be created like it is
supported by SMIL and Flash for example. With external links,
navigational interaction between different multimedia presenta-
tions is modeled as it is supported by the considered formats.
The corresponding composition elements are InternalLink and
ExternalLink. The distinction between the two is important for
the later transformation of the multimedia content in the con-
crete presentation format: Internal links might be considered
elegant and desirable in some cases, because the entire multi-
media presentation is created within a single document. How-
ever, the target of internal links is embedded in the document at
transformation time and can not be changed subsequently. With
external links one can refer to external presentations and distinct
elements within them. A presentation referred to by an external
link could also be generated on-the-fly with reflecting the latest
user profile information, just when the user clicks on the respec-
tive link.

Figure 6 shows an example where internal and external nav-
igational interaction is used within our abstract content model.
When the user clicks on the internal link associated with ”Video
1”, the presentation immediately jumps to the external link,
which is associated with ”Video 2”. When the user clicks on
”Video 2”, the presentation continues with the external multi-
media presentation. Providing both internal and external links
gives the abstract content model the flexibility that is needed to
satisfy different application requirements.
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Sequential

Video 1

InternalLink ExternalLink

External

multi-

media

presen-

tation

Video 2

Fig. 6. Navigational interaction.

With the composition elements arbitrary multimedia content
for any application area can be created and represented in the
abstract tree model. However, the abstract content model is not
limited to the presented elements. It also comprises other com-
position elements for defining, e.g., menus and hotspots, and
other types of projectors, such as an AcousticProjector and Ty-
pographicProjector. In addition, the abstract model can be ex-
tended by further multimedia composition functionality, such as
support for input elements, transitions, or other visual effects
like blurring and sharpening of media elements.

Since our tree model has been designed to support local time-
lines, relative positioning, and interactive linking it serves the
individual modeling characteristics of today’s presentation for-
mats. However, it also provides support for other aspects of
multimedia modeling, such as encapsulation and reuse of com-
position elements, which are not relevant in the context of this
paper.

4. Transformation to final presentation
The multimedia content represented in our abstract model is
transformed in the next step by our application-independent
transformation process to the features and syntax of the different
presentation formats. At this point, it is important to note that
from one abstract multimedia document not necessarily all of
the different presentation formats are reasonable for the transfor-
mation. For example, if the multimedia content is designed for
a desktop PC with a minimum screen resolution of 1024 × 768,
reasonable target formats are SMIL 2.0, SVG 1.2, and Flash.
To present the same multimedia content on a mobile device by
using Mobile SVG or SMIL 2.0 BLP, typically media assets
of smaller resolution have to be selected and the spatial layout
of the presentation is to be changed. This is supported by our
multimedia personalization framework with its ability for a per-
sonalized and with it end device dependent selection of media
elements and its extensibility in regard of integrating arbitrary
(possibly application-specific) multimedia layout functionality.

The transformation process from the abstract content model
to the concrete presentation formats depends on the specific
characteristics of the target presentation format: its temporal,
spatial, and interaction model as well as its specific syntactic
elements. For each of the target options we discuss in the fol-
lowing how they are treated in our transformation process.

4.1. From local timelines to global timeline
If the target presentation format’s temporal model supports lo-
cal timelines, then the abstract document tree already holds
the time model of the targeted format. If the presentation for-
mat supports a global timeline, the local timelines are trans-
formed by the algorithm presented in Listing 1. The algo-
rithm starts at the root of the document tree and the zero point
in time with the initial call totalDuration<-Calculate-
GlobalTimeline(rootnode,0). It traverses the nodes of the
document tree from left to right in depth first order. On travers-

ing the algorithm accumulates the global time of the presenta-
tion from the local timelines. The duration value which is added
to the global presentation time depends on the node type: For
the node types Medium, TemporalSelector, and Delay the type’s
intrinsic duration is added to the global time. Media elements
have an intrinsic duration that can be shorten by the usage of
a TemporalSelector. By the composition element Delay, all the
subsequent nodes of the document tree are shifted on the time-
line by a defined duration (lines 8 to 10). The composition ele-
ment Sequential itself does not add to the global time. The time
progresses by the traversal of the Sequential element’s children
(lines 11 to 18). The duration of the Parallel element is deter-
mined by duration of one of its children. This can be the child
element with the maximum presentation time (lines 19 to 27),
the element with the minimum presentation time, or a particu-
lar element i (not shown in Listing 1). On traversal of the leaf
nodes for each media element its position on the global timeline
is captured (not shown in the listing).

1 function CalculateGlobalTimeline( node, time ) returns time
inputs:
node, the current node in the multimedia document tree
time, the current value of the global timeline

5

type <- GetNodeType( node )
case type of
Medium, TemporalSelector, Delay:
time = time + GetDuration( node )

10 return time
Sequential:
subnodes <- Subnodes( node )
loop do
subnode <- Remove-Front( subnodes )

15 if subnodes is empty then break
time <- CalculateGlobalTimeline( subnode, time )

end loop
return time

Parallel:
20 startTime = time

subnodes <- Subnodes( node )
loop do
subnode <- Remove-Front( subnodes )
if subnodes is empty then break

25 endTime <- CalculateGlobalTimeline( subnode, startTime )
time <- Maximum( time, endTime )

end loop
return time

end case

Listing 1. Algorithm to calculate the global timeline from the
local timelines.

4.2. From relative to absolute positioning
For presentation formats that allow the relative positioning of
media elements, as it is supported by SVG and XMT-Ω for ex-
ample, the abstract content model represents already the spatial
model of the target format. Here, the projectors of the abstract
content model are directly converted to the syntax of the presen-
tation format. If a target format provides a spatial model with
absolute positioning, the projectors are recalculated to absolute
positions in space by applying the algorithm in Listing 2. The
algorithm starts with the root element of the document tree. The
initial reference point to calculate the absolute positions of the
visual media elements constitutes the origin of the global coor-
dinate system, i.e., the coordinate system of the entire multime-
dia presentation. The corresponding initial call of the algorithm
is CalculateAbsolutePositions(rootnode,0,0). As the
transformation from local timelines to a global timeline, the al-
gorithm traverses the document tree from left to right and depth
first. For each visual element the projectors determine the posi-
tion in space. Each time when a SpatialProjector is attached to
a node (lines 7 and 8), the projector’s x and y value are added to
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the accumulated current absolute position (lines 9 and 10). The
new absolute position (lines 11 and 12) are the reference values
for the further traversal of the nodes children (lines 15 to 19).
For each visual media element its absolute position in space is
stored during traversal. So, for each visual media element the
scope is mapped from its prior local coordinate system to the
global coordinate system of the entire multimedia presentation.

1 function CalculateAbsolutePositions( node, x, y )
inputs:
node, the current node in the multimedia document tree
x, position of the current node on the x-axis

5 y, position of the current node on the y-axis

if node has SpatialProjector then
spatial-p <- GetSpatialProjector( node )
x <- x + GetXPosition( spatial-p )

10 y <- y + GetYPosition( spatial-p )
SetXPosition( spatial-p, x )
SetYPosition( spatial-p, y )

end if
subnodes <- Subnodes( node )

15 loop do
if subnodes is empty then break
subnode <- Remove-Front( subnodes )
CalculateAbsolutePositions( subnode, x, y )

end loop

Listing 2. Algorithm to calculate absolute positions from local
coordinate systems.
4.3. Transforming the interaction model
As all presentation formats support external and internal links,
ideally the transformation process can translate the link nodes
of the document tree into the syntax of the presentation format.
Whereas for the presentation formats listed in Table 1 the trans-
formation of the temporal and spatial model results in a target
presentation, that can be rendered by the respective multime-
dia players. However, this does not hold for internal naviga-
tional links: Even though all presentation formats define them,
some of the multimedia players do not support these internal
links, e.g., the Internet Explorer in conjunction with Adobe’s
SVG plug-in [15]. In addition, referring to a distinct part of an
external presentation is not supported by all players, e.g., the
RealPlayer presenting SMIL [16]. Therefore, for practical rea-
sons we currently do not have any other choice than to develop
transformers that are not only format specific, but also player
specific: If internal links are not supported, the document tree
is split up into separate document trees for the target of each
InternalLink element. The internal links are thereby converted
to respective external links referring to newly created external
multimedia documents. If the player does not support linking
to a particular fragment of an external presentation, there are
two options: Either the external link is changed to refer just to
the entire external presentation or the fragment of the external
presentation needs to be extracted and presented as a single ex-
ternal document. Pleased, we observe the ongoing development
of multimedia players that really support internal and external
navigational interaction, e.g., the Ambulant/G player for render-
ing SMIL 2.0 documents [17].
4.4. Mapping of abstract model to the syntax of the presen-
tation format
Besides the transformation of the temporal, spatial, and interac-
tion model, the abstract content model is mapped to the concrete
syntax of the targeted format. Our abstract content model con-
sists of a small set of domain independent and therefore uni-
versally applicable composition elements. For each of these
there exist adequate syntactic elements in the targeted presen-
tation formats such as SMIL and SVG. Figure 7 gives you an

example, how the syntactic transformation is actually realized.
It depicts a simple slideshow presentation represented in our ab-
stract content model. This slideshow example is transformed
to the presentation formats SMIL 2.0 and SVG 1.2, targeted
at desktop PCs, and SMIL 2.0 Basic Language Profile (SMIL
2.0 BLP), aimed for mobile devices. For reason of clearness,
we suppose that the transformation of the abstract slideshow to
these presentation formats results in meaningful presentations
for the targeted end devices (cp. the discussion at the begin-
ning of this section). This can be realized, e.g., by selecting
appropriate media elements for the different display resolutions
of the end devices. The selected target formats cover the differ-
ent presentation characteristics as identified by our analysis and
listed in Table 1: With SMIL 2.0, the abstract document tree
reflects already the temporal and spatial model of this presenta-
tion format. In contrary SMIL 2.0 BLP does not support relative
positioning. Finally SVG 1.2 does not support local timelines.
In Figure 7, the encircled numbers at the edges of the graph
indicate the order in which the nodes are transformed to the tar-
get format. The transformation results for SMIL 2.0, SMIL 2.0
BLP, and SVG 1.2 are depicted in Listing 3 to 5. The numbers
at the beginning of each line indicate which lines are created by
which step of the transformation process and allow the reader to
keep track of the transformation process.

The transformation process starts at the root node of the mul-
timedia document tree. It traverses the document tree from left
to right in depth first order. Each time the algorithm reaches
a media element, this media element and its associated projec-
tors are transformed into the corresponding syntactic elements
of the target format. The first time this is the case is for the
”Title” Image. It is syntactically represented in SMIL by using
the <img>-tag and in SVG by <image> (1). At the same time,
the syntactic elements that determine the spatial layout of the
presentation are created.1 Therefor, the SpatialProjectors that
are attached to the media elements are transformed to respec-
tive <region>-elements in SMIL and <g>-tags in SVG. Then
the algorithm continues with traversing the abstract document
tree until it reaches the media elements ”Slide 1” and ”Text 1”.
The Image medium ”Slide 1” is syntactically represented as the
”Title” Image above (2). For the Text medium ”Text 1” a par-
ticular instance of the <text>-element is used (3). Then, the
composition element Parallel itself is transformed (4). In the
case of SMIL the element <par> is used. Since SVG does not
provide an appropriate syntactic element for Parallel, the media
elements ”Slide 1” and ”Text 1” are just placed at the same point
in time on the global timeline to simulate its functionality. These
global points in time are calculated by the algorithm presented
in Section 4.2. The transformation process continues with the
second child of the Sequential element and transforms it analo-
gously to the first one (5 to 7). Then the composition element
Sequential is mapped to the target format: Here, the <seq>-
tag is used in the case of SMIL. For SVG the media elements
of the two slides are placed on the global timeline in a row by
setting the values of the begin attributes to the corresponding
global points in time. As the media elements, also the Sequen-
tial element has a SpatialProjector attached. It affects all the
projectors of the media elements in the sub-tree. To realize such

1In fact, these two steps are performed sequentially. However,
we consider them here as being processed concurrently for rea-
sons of simplicity.
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a nested spatial layout in the target formats, SMIL 2.0 and SVG
1.2 allow to nest the respective <region> and <g> elements.
Therefore, with the SpatialProjector attached to the Sequential
element a sub-region is created that shifts the scope of the coor-
dinate system to a particular point in space to which the visual
media elements of the sub-tree then refer to (8). This is syntacti-
cally realized in the target formats by embracing the <region>
respectively <g> tags of the media elements with a <region>
respectively <g> tag of the projector attached to the Sequential
element. In the case of SMIL 2.0 BLP where only absolute posi-
tioning of media elements is supported, the <region>-tags can
not be nested. Therefore, the absolute positionings calculated
by the algorithm presented in Section 4.2 are used for the re-
gion’s attributes left and top. After the Sequential element
is successfully transformed, the transformation process contin-
ues with mapping the root element Parallel to the target format
(9). Finally, the transformation process finishes with creating
the syntactic frame of the entire presentation (10).

This small example illustrates already how the transformation
of the abstract document tree to the concrete syntax of the pre-
sentation formats is realized. Since the transformation process
described above is domain independent, only one transformer
needs to be developed for each presentation format to support
any personalized multimedia application that is developed by
using our software framework. Please note, that the composition
of the multimedia content is separated from the transformation
process: The adaption of the multimedia content to the capabili-
ties of the end devices is carried out in the composition. With the
transformation process we are mapping the multimedia content
to a presentation format that can be rendered by a multimedia
player on the end user’s device.

Parallel

Title Sequential

Parallel Parallel

Slide 1 Text 1 Slide 2 Text 2

8

4

2 3 5 6

7

1

Spatial
Projector

Spatial
Projector

Spatial
Projector

Spatial
Projector

Spatial
Projector

Spatial
Projector

910

Fig. 7. Slideshow in abstract model that is transformed to dif-
ferent presentation formats.

(10)<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language">
(10)<head>
(10) <layout type="text/smil-basic-layout">
(9) <root-layout width="720" height="597"/>
(1) <region id="ti" left="0" top="0" width="125" height="37"/>
(8) <region id="sr" left="0" top="37" width="720" height="560">
(2) <region id="s" left="0" top="0" width="720" height="540"/>
(3) <region id="t" left="0" top="540" width="720" height="20"/>
(8) </region>

(10) </layout>
(10)</head>
(10)<body>
(9) <par>
(1) <img region="ti" src="title.gif" begin="0s" dur="20s"/>
(8) <seq>
(4) <par>
(2) <img region="s" src="slide1.jpg" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
(3) <text region="t" src="text1.txt" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
(4) </par>
(7) <par>
(5) <img region="s" src="slide2.jpg" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>

(6) <text region="t" src="text2.txt" begin="0s" dur="10s"/>
(7) </par>
(8) </seq>
(9) </par>
(10)</body>
(10)</smil>

Listing 3. The slideshow transformed to SMIL 2.0.

(10)<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language">
(10)<head>
(10) <layout type="text/smil-basic-layout">
(9) <root-layout width="720" height="597"/>
(1) <region id="ti" left="0" top="0" width="125" height="37"/>
(2) <region id="s" left="0" top="37" width="720" height="540"/>
(3) <region id="t" left="0" top="577" width="720" height="20"/>
(10) </layout>
(10)</head>
(10)<body> [...] </body>
(10)</smil>

Listing 4. The slideshow in SMIL 2.0 BLP.

(10)<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" width="720"
height="597" version="1.2">

(1)<image x="0" y="0" width="125" height="37"
xlink:href="title.gif" style="visibility:hidden;">

(1) <set attributeName="visibility" attributeType="CSS"
to="visible" begin="0s" dur="20s" fill="remove"/>

(1)</image>
(8)<g id="sr" transform="translate(0 37)">
(2) <g transform="translate(0 0)">
(2) <image x="0" y="0" width="720" height="540"

xlink:href="slide1.jpg" style="visibility:hidden;">
(2) <set attributeName="visibility" attributeType="CSS"

to="visible" begin="0s" dur="10s" fill="remove"/>
(2) </image></g>
(3) <g transform="translate(0 540)">
(3) <text x="0" y="10" style="visibility:hidden;fontsize:24;">
(3) <set attributeName="visibility" attributeType="CSS"

to="visible" begin="0s" dur="10s" fill="remove"/>
(3) This is the description of slide1.</text></g>
(5) <g transform="translate(0 0)">
(5) <image x="0" y="0" width="720" height="540"

xlink:href="slide2.jpg" style="visibility:hidden;">
(5) <set attributeName="visibility" attributeType="CSS"

to="visible" begin="10s" dur="10s" fill="remove"/>
(5) </image></g>
(6) <g transform="translate(0 540)">
(6) <text x="0" y="10" style="visibility:hidden;fontsize:24;">
(6) <set attributeName="visibility" attributeType="CSS"

to="visible" begin="10s" dur="10s" fill="remove"/>
(6) This is slide two.</text></g>
(8)</g>
(10)</svg>

Listing 5. The slideshow transformed to SVG 1.2.

5. Implementation issues and applications
The abstract content model and the transformation process con-
stitute the core of our multimedia personalization framework
[2]. Like the abstract content model and the transformation pro-
cess, the entire framework is independent of any concrete ap-
plication area and supports the dynamic creation of arbitrary
personalized multimedia content. For the implementation of
the transformation process the design pattern abstract factory
is used [18]. With this pattern an abstract transformer class is
created, which implements the generic algorithms for convert-
ing the temporal course, visual layout, and interaction possi-
bilities. From this abstract transformer concrete instances are
derived, one for each presentation format. We implemented al-
ready concrete transformers for SMIL 2.0, SMIL 2.0 BLP, SVG
1.2, SVG Tiny, SVG Basic, MPEG-4’s XMT-Ω, Flash, but also
for HTML and XHTML. Currently we are working on trans-
formers for 3GPP SMIL and HTML+TIME.

To show the applicability of our framework approach, we
developed demonstrator applications from different domains:
These applications are a personalized tourist guide application, a
multimedia sports news ticker, a service for interactive instruc-
tion manuals on mobile devices, and some other examples of
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multimedia presentations. For the tourist guide application, we
already set up a test site [19] for experimenting with all the dif-
ferent presentation options. The presentations in Figure 8 show
the result of the adaptive multimedia composition and its trans-
formation to different target formats for different end devices. It
presents a map of a city with some important sights on it. Which
sights are actually presented depends on the user’s interests and
preferences. When the user clicks on these sights he or she re-
ceives a multimedia presentation with further information about
it. All multimedia presentations of this and the other demonstra-
tor applications are created on-demand by our multimedia pre-
sentation framework employing the abstract multimedia content
model and transformation process presented in this paper.

SVG 1.2 on a Desktop PC SVG Tiny on a PDA

MPEG-4 Player on a
Sony Ericsson P800

Flash on a Desktop PC

HTML Web Browser
on a PDA

SVG Basic on a PDA

SMIL 2.0 BLP
on a PDA

SMIL 2.0 on a Desktop PC

Fig. 8. Screenshots of our tourist application.

6. Conclusion
In our work, we have been approaching the problem of deliv-
ering multimedia content to a wide range of different devices.
As this can be achieved economically only by a multi-channel
generation of multimedia presentations, we analyzed the differ-
ent presentation formats that are supported by today’s end user’s
agents. The result is the design of our abstract multimedia con-
tent model that imbeds the central characteristics of today’s pre-
sentation formats. It is designed to be efficiently transformed by
the application independent transformers to the concrete syntax
of the different presentation formats. Different prototypes show
the applicability of the multi-channel transformation process in
the context of our multimedia personalization framework. In a
next step we work on extending the abstract model for carrying
the meta data of the media elements and the composition oper-
ators such that the meta data information will be mapped by the
transformation process to the final presentation format’s (meta
data) syntax, e.g., Dublin Core [20] embedded in (X)HTML,
RDF [3] with SMIL’s Metainformation module, or the annota-
tion format Annodex [21] for time-continuous media streams
and its markup-language CMML [22], respectively.

As we can expect that future multimedia presentation stan-
dards will also have to provide means for the central multimedia
modeling aspects captured by our model, we are also prepared to
support new versions of the presentation formats or even brand-
new formats. The presented approach for multi-channel multi-
media generation is not only embedded into our software frame-
work for developing personalized multimedia applications but
can also be seen as a service provider for systems and applica-
tions that create multimedia content and need to deliver it over
the last mile to the individual user’s end device setting.
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